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What are “smart contracts”? 

“the embedding of legal terms in hardware and 

software to prevent breach or to control assets by 

digital means” 

a “collection of code and data (sometimes referred 

to as functions and state) that is deployed using 

cryptographically signed transactions on the 

blockchain network.”

Note: absence of single, accepted definition



Are “smart contracts” contracts? Are they or can 

they be enforceable? 

• The purported problems are usually formulated as:

– “can contracts be expressed in code?” or “can code be binding?”

– “can the formation and performance of a contract be automated?”

– “can crypto-assets constitute consideration?”

Prerequisites of enforceability?

- intention (i.e. agreement)

- consideration



The debate concerning the enforceability of “smart 

contracts” is unnecessary because, in practice, they 

constitute automated execution mechanisms or 

instruments facilitation the transfer of crypto-

assets (crypto-currencies, tokens)…



Legal status aside…

Purportedly, “smart contracts” can:

Eliminate human judgement, bias, subjectivity

Prevent the possibility of breach

Ensure perfect performance

= provide commercial and legal certainty!

If perfect performance is technologically guaranteed – there is 

no need for litigation! (and, in fact, for the entire legal 

profession!)



Trust in People is replaced with trust in 

Code



But…

Legal Admissibility # Technical Feasibility



Perfect Performance is premised on:

Ability to reduce the underlying contractual relationship

into an algorithm (a string of binary yes/no statements)

+

Ability to Predict the Future (”Happy Path” vs “Unhappy 

Path”)

+ 

Perfect Code



How do we ensure the quality of code?

– Can you trust the coder? (intentional vs 

accidental errors)

– Can you trust the programming language?

– Can you trust the underlying blockhain (i.e. 

execution environment)

Does the code correctly represent the agreement? 

(“does expression match original intent”?)

Please note that, theoretically, the code can not 

be modified, even if errors are detected.



‘set in stone’ = immutable

How does the smart contract react to changed 

circumstances? 

(is it possible to create comprehensive smart contracts…? Exhaustive list of all possible events 

that can happen during the life of the smart contract? How many lines of code…?)



How do we represent contractual obligations in code?

(i.e. translate legal prose into code)

Can we? 

(different types of contractual obligations, possible lack of 

adequate programming language)

Should we? 

(strive for precision but… loss of flexibility! Ambiguity is not 

necessarily a sign of bad drafting…)



How do we verify contractual performance?

(i.e. establish that payment is actually due?)

– The blockchain is trustless and secure because it is 

“insulated”… but… to determine the occurrence of off-

chain events (e.g. performance) it needs to interface 

with the outside world… 

– The problem of oracles and data sources!

– The smart contract is only as trustless and 

decentralized as the oracle and the data source…. 



Questions?


